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Ivanti Asset Manager  

Ivanti® Asset Manager lets you define and manage 
the lifecycle of your hardware and software assets, 
helping you gain the most from your IT investments. 
It features a set of automated workflows and 
processes to improve IT asset efficiency and reduce 
IT support and maintenance costs. You gain at-a-
glance information on managed assets, where they 
reside, and how they’re used. Plus, the solution is 
offered on-premise and in the cloud to fit your needs. 
 

Track Lifecycles for Complete  
Asset Optimization 
Track hardware and software lifecycles to reduce maintenance 
spend, provision new assets quickly, and control IT costs while 
maximizing asset value. Monitor assets from onboarding to 
disposal. When you better understand the changes that occur 
throughout the lifecycle, you can make informed purchasing 
decisions, replace consumables at the right time, and empower 
management with accurate, thorough information about total 
cost of ownership.  

Accelerate Productivity with  
Processes Out-of-the-Box 
Out-of-the-box processes accelerate new-hire productivity by 
giving end users the right tools at the right time, and reduce 
financial and security risk by tracking assets through their entire 
lifespan. Eliminate systems downtime due to hardware failure 
through timely maintenance and replacement processes. By 
establishing the right processes, you increase organizational 
efficiencies and provide users what they need to succeed at 
their jobs. Asset Manager includes processes like lifecycle 
management, disposal, software audit, contract management, 
and more designed to address real customer pain points.  

Integrate with Service Management 
Asset Manager integrates with Ivanti® Service Management  
for easy request management. Users benefit from a rich self-
service experience as they navigate easily through an approved 
service catalog, alleviating pressure on IT staff. In addition, 
Asset Manager enhances change management processes  
and policies by providing status updates to IT assets to help 
maximize productivity. The solution delivers a single asset 
repository that integrates with your service management  
CMDB, ensuring accurate, up-to-date information.  

Anticipate and Schedule Hardware Refreshes 
Knowing what hardware needs to be purchased, updated, and 
maintained enables IT management to plan ahead and avoid 
hasty purchasing decisions. By calendaring refreshes to speed 
deployment of new devices and schedule maintenance of 
owned hardware, end users gain the right tools to be more 
productive.  

Gain Financial and Contractual Visibility 
Establish processes to monitor and manage existing contracts 
and negotiate new contracts. With Ivanti Asset Manager, you 
can validate purchased assets while keeping tabs on in-place 
contracts. Import directly from the supplier and track lease, 
warranty, and financial management information automatically 
at the time of hardware purchase.  

Access Your Assets with Barcode Scanning 
Scan a variety of barcodes such as UPC and QR with your 
mobile device to track assets through their lifecycle. Retrieve 
asset information quickly to determine their location and status, 
and to gain insight into how they’re performing.  
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